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Control of highway traffic under perturbations

Current strategies for highway control do not account for perturbations (incidents, platoons)

Design of control strategies in face of stochastic capacity perturbations (incident hotspots).

Modeling traffic flow with autonomous vehicle platoons, assessing their impact on congestion.

Our approach:

- Fluid Queuing Models
  - Capacity perturbations
  - Vehicle platoon integration

- Performance Analysis
  - Stability (boundedness of ramp queues)
  - Throughput and delay

- Control Design
  - Capacity-aware ramp metering
  - Platooning for max. throughput
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Multi-world semantics of hierarchical systems


Kalle Johansson. Previous talk!

- **Modeling challenge:**
  Connected vehicles in automated highways impact semantics in each layer

- **Robustness challenge:**
  Disturbances in lower layers need to be accounted for in design of higher layers
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